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Abstract 
Large-scale wind power integration has become the current development 
trend of the power system. Large-scale wind power integration can change the 
original structure and characteristics of the system. Thus, it’s necessary to 
analyse the transient stability of power system which contains wind power, 
and to study the controlling strategy for improving the transient stability of 
power system. Based on EEAC, this paper studies the transient stability of the 
power system which contains wind power system theoretically, proposes the 
calculation method for accelerating area, decelerating area and margin, and 
illustrates the impact of wind power integration on the transient stability with 
power angle curve. Furthermore, this paper studies the modeling and simula-
tion, and the experimental results prove the correctness of the theories. 
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1. Introduction 

With the continuous development of China’s modernization, renewable energy 
power generation will become the main power generation technology in the fu-
ture, in which the wind power in renewable energy accounts for a large propor-
tion. In recent years, China’s wind power is centralized and large-scale tendency. 
The large scale grid connected wind power system has changed the original 
structure and characteristics of the system, so it is necessary to study the tran-
sient stability of the power system connected with the wind power, and put for-
ward the control strategy to improve the transient characteristics of the system. 
The current research on the transient stability of power system with wind farm 
containing mainly based on equivalent model of wind farm, and through the 
simulation experiment results [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. The literature [1] through the 
simulation of wind farm access point near the fault will reduce the system tran-
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sient stability and when the fault occurs near the synchronous generator, wind 
power access has a positive impact on the transient stability of the system. The 
literature [3] found in doubly fed wind power generator system with little access 
to the same capacity and synchronous machine simulation, better transient sta-
bility characteristics of DFIG. The literature [4] proposed wind power on the in-
fluence of system transient stability depends on the fan access for the distur-
bance of cluster and the remaining cluster inertia, mechanical power and elec-
tromagnetic power influence. Although the above conclusions have been ob-
tained through the fan modeling and simulation, but the lack of rigorous theo-
retical support, it cannot be a good mechanism to illustrate the impact of wind 
power grid on the transient stability of the system. In the wind power system 
transient control strategy, most of the literature is also concluded by simulation, 
lack of theoretical proof [11] [12] [13] [14]. Based on EEAC, this paper makes 
study on transient stability analysis and stability calculation of wind power sys-
tem. And proposes a theory about the way to analyse and calculate transient sta-
bility of the power system with wind farm. 

2. Study on Transient Characteristics of Wind Power  
Integration Based on EEAC 

2.1. EEAC on the Power System with Wind Farm 

In this paper, based on EEAC, the transient stability analysis of power system 
with wind farm is studied. Firstly, the system model is described. We use the 
classical two order model to describe a generator, ignore the dynamics of prime 
mover and governor, ignore the dynamics of excitation system [6] [7]. The net-
work and load is linear and the network contractes to generator node. In this 
paper, the center of inertia (COI) coordinate system is discussed. After the sys-
tem suffers from a simple fault, we assume that the system is unstable mode for 
dual mode. Assuming that the dominant UEP or unstable modes are known, the 
S cluster is the most serious one, and the other is A cluster. And it is assumed 
that there is no relative oscillation between the rotor angles of the S cluster and 
the A cluster. The system is equivalent to two computers, and the dual system is 
equivalent to a single-machine infinite-bus system. The equation of motion [8] is 
shown in Equation (1): 

( )max sinm e m CM P P P P P
d
dt

δ δ γ
δ ω

 = − = − − −



= ∆



               (1) 

δ  is the equivalent single rotor angle. M  is the equivalent single machine 
inertia time constant. eP  is the electromagnetic power and mP  is mechanical 
power: 
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ij ij ijG jB Y+ =  is the element of nodal admittance matrix. SM  and AM  is 
the Inertia time constant of the S cluster and the A cluster, T S AM M M= + . 

The transient stability of the system without wind farms is analyzed using 
EEAC. Next, the wind power system is discussed. We discuss about wind farms 
based on double-fed Induction generator controlled by modern power electron-
ics technology. Because the wind farm based on asynchronous generator does 
not consider its own power angle stability, its influence on the transient stability 
of power system is mainly reflected in the power angle stability of synchronous 
generator [9] [10]. We suppose that the injection current of the wind farm is wI , 
and power of the wind farm is w w wS P jQ= + . Assume that the network has 
shrunk to only the generator nodes and wind farm grid nodes. Due to the S 
cluster is a serious disturbance in the dual-system, the wind farm is integrated 
into the S cluster by considering the most harmful situation. The cluster of the 
system is shown in Figure 1. The node of wind farm grid is w, and S cluster 
node is i. Mutual admittance between w and i is wiY . And it is much more than 

wjY  which is the Mutual admittance between w and j. And j is the A cluster 
node. Further, we assume T S AM M M= + . 

The nodal admittance matrix of the power system with wind farms can be ex-
pressed as 

0

0

W WWW WS

S SW SS SA S

AS AAA A

I UY Y
I Y Y Y U

Y YI U

    
    =    
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From (3) we can get: 
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Figure 1. Division of power system. 
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Or: 

SSS SAS W

AS AAA A

UY YI I
Y YI U

 ′ + ∆  
=     

     



 





                    (6) 

The injected current on the node i of the S cluster is: 
1

wi SW WW W i wI Y Y I h I−∆ = − =                          (7) 

ih  is current displacement coefficient. 
The increase of current on the node of the S cluster can be converted to the 

change of the self admittance of the S cluster in the admittance matrix 

( )
( ) ( )

ˆ ˆ/ / /

/ /
ii wi i i w i i w i w

i w i w i w i w

Y I E h I E h S E E

h P E E jh Q E E
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                (8) 

So, the expression of iiG∆  and iiB∆  is: 

( )
( )

/

/
ii i w i w

ii i w i w

G h P E E

B h Q E E

∆ =

∆ = −

                       (9) 

Because of the change of self admittance of S cluster, according to Formula (3), 
C  and D  do not change. So maxP  and γ  do not change, too. However, CP  
becomes: 

sinS i i wA A
C i k ik j l jl

i S k S j A l A i ST T T w

M h E UM MP E E G E E G
M M M X

δ
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

′ = − +∑∑ ∑∑ ∑      (10) 

In this formula, wX  is a coefficient which means the degree of contact be-
tween wind farm and system. The increment of CP  is: 

sini i wA
ef

i ST w

h E UMP
M X

δ
∈

= ∑                       (11) 

At the same time, considering the mechanical power of the wind farm: 

A
mf mw

w WT

MP P
M ∈

= ∑                         (12) 

Therefore the total mechanical power of the system is: 

m mh mfP P P= +                           (13) 

In formula (11), mhP  is the mechanical power of thermal power unit, and in 
the transient process, it is assumed that the constant. mfP  is the mechanical 
power of the wind farm. 

To sum up, considering the wind farm access, formula (1) should be written 
as: 

( )max sinm e mh mf C efM P P P P P P Pδ δ γ= − = + − − − −           (14) 

Then the acceleration area and deceleration area are calculated according to 
the transient power angle characteristic curve. The transient power angle cha-
racteristic curve of wind power is shown in Figure 2. We assume the power an-
gle characteristics of the system before fault is 1eP , and 2eP  during fault, 3eP  
after fault. 
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Figure 2. Power angle characteristics. 
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Formula (13) shows the mechanical power of the system. mhP  is invariable. 

mfP  related to the mechanical power of each wind turbine. Assuming it is 0mfP  
when it is running normally, and mfP′  when it is in the transient process. Due to 
the wind turbine has a certain degree of regulation of mechanical power, mfP  
will reduced to a certain extent during the fault period, and recover after the 
fault. Therefore, the change of the mechanical power of the wind power system 

mP′  is shown in Figure 2. 
The power angle characteristics of the system are different under different 

operating conditions. Parameters like CP , maxP , γ  and eP , mP  can be calcu-
lated according to Formula (3), Formula (9) and Formula (10) and correspond-
ing node admittance matrix parameters. 

The stable equilibrium point of the system is derived: 

0 1 11
0 1

max1

sin mh mf C efP P P P
P

δ γ− + − −
= +                (16) 

After the system failure, the stable equilibrium point and unstable equilibrium 
point: 

3 31
3

max 3

sin mh mf C efP P P P
P

δ γ−
′+ − −

= +                (17) 

According to Formula (15), we can get stable equilibrium point after failure 

Sδ  and unstable equilibrium point after failure 1uδ . 
After getting the above work points, according to the fault removal time and 

the high order Taylor series method, we can get τδ  [8]. System acceleration 
area and maximum deceleration area:  
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According to the transient acceleration area accA  and maximum deceleration 
area decA , we can get the transient stability of the system: 

dec acc
n

acc

A A
V

A
−

∆ =                         (19) 

2.2. Simulation of the Analysis Method of the Power System with  
Wind Farm Based on EEAC 

In this part, the transient stability analysis method proposed in 2.1 of wind pow-
er system is verified. Based on the above analysis, we make a transient calcula-
tion on a certain system and then we make a simulation of the system based on 
PSASP. The calculated results are compared with the simulation results to judge 
the correctness of theoretical analysis and evaluate the accuracy of theoretical 
calculation. 

The system is shown in Figure 3. 
The fault condition is: three phase grounding short circuit occurs at the first 

end of AC line when the simulation time is 1.0 second and the fault last for 0.1 
second. It can be seen from the simulation experiment that generator1 is among 
S cluster, and generator 0 is among A cluster. 

The nodal admittance matrix can be obtained according to the equivalent 
network of wind power system, and it is shown as: 

0

0

W WWW WS

S SW SS SA S

AS AAA A

I UY Y
I Y Y Y U

Y YI U

    
    =    
        

 

 

 

                   (20) 

Through the network transformation we can get: 

+ SSS SAS W

AS AAA A

UY YI I
Y YI U
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=     
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The influence of the wind power is regarded as generator1 to increase the in-
jection current. Further, the increase of the injection current of generator 1 can  

 

 
Figure 3. Schematic figure of system. 
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be regarded as the change of generator1’s self admittance. In this way we can 
propose that the influence of the wind power can be regarded as the change of 
generator1’s self admittance. The nodal admittance matrix can be further written 
as: 

- / SSS W S SAS

AS AAA A

UY I U YI
Y YI U

 ′   ∆
=    

      



 





                 (22) 

/SS W SY I U∆ = −∆    is the change of generator 1’s self admittance and it can be 
calculated using admittance matrix parameters. Further, by calculating the 
ground admittance, we can get the equivalent resistance and reactance, therefore, 
can the wind effect of electric field on the system is equivalent to a parallel nega-
tive resistance and negative reactance. 

Calculate the system shown in Figure 3, we found that before the fault the 
wind farm is equivalent to a negative resistance, and during the fault and a short 
time after fault clearing the wind farm is equivalent to a parallel negative resis-
tance and negative reactance. And the transient process of wind power system is 
calculated according to the influence of resistance and reactance in parallel. The 
calculation results and simulation results can be seen as Table 1. 

It can be seen from the Table 1 that the maximum difference of the theoreti-
cal calculation results and simulation results is 3.8 degrees in the first swing 
range of transient power angle stability curve. So, we can come to conclusion 
that the theoretical analysis method of the power system with wind farms is cor-
rect for a simple system. As for multicomputer systems, we can turn them into 
simple systems based on EEAC. 

3. Analysis of Wind Power System Transient Stability  
Control Strategy 

Based on the above analysis of the transient stability of power system with wind 
farm, we found that we can change the system transient acceleration area and 
deceleration area by changing efP  and mfP . In this part, the transient stability 
of wind power system with SVG reactive power compensation equipment is 
analyzed. And finally, the simulation experiment is carried out. 

SVG can play a role in maintaining the transient process of the stroke and grid 
voltage level [15]. We can found from Formula (9) that by providing reactive  
 
Table 1. Calculation results and simulation results. 

Simulation time Calculation results Simulation results 

1.0 second 69.63˚ 68.941˚ 

1.05 second 74.23˚ 73.195˚ 

1.1 second 88.02˚ 86.398˚ 

1.15 second 104.22˚ 101.600˚ 

1.2 second 109.28˚ 108.860˚ 

1.25 second 107.21˚ 106.580˚ 
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power support, SVG can improve the genertor output voltage, reduce the degree 
of electromagnetic power reduction, and the acceleration area can be reduced 
and the deceleration area is increased, so as to improve the transient stability of 
the system and improve the transient stability of the system. 

The simulation experiment bases on WSCC 3 machine 9 node system. The 
system is shown in Figure 4. 

G1, G2, G4 are synchronous generators, and wind farm is a doubly-fed wind 
turbine. We conducted two sets of experiments. Experiment 1: Set SVG in Wind 
farm grid bus; Experiment 2: Do not set SVG in Wind farm grid bus, and other 
conditions are consistent with experiment 1. Fault condition: a three-phase 
short-circuit fault occurs in the 55% the between GEN3-230 bus and STNB-230 
bus. Fault lasts for 0.25 seconds and we observe the swing of power angle be-
tween synchronous generators in transient state. The experimental test curves 
are shown in Figure 5. 

 

G1

G4G2

GEN3-230GEN2-230

GEN1-230

STNA-230

STNC-230

STNB-230

Wind 
farm

 
Figure 4. Schematic figure of system. 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic figure of system. 
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From Figure 5, we will find that Experiment1 that using SVG to make reac-
tive power compensation during that fault has smaller power angles wing, com-
pared with Experiment 2 that do not use SVG. The experimental results show 
that SVG can improve the transient stability of power system by using reactive 
power compensation, further, it is proved that the proposed control strategy is 
effective. 

4. Conclusions 

This paper proposed a method of analysis and calculation for transient accelera-
tion area and deceleration area in wind power system. Than a simulation expe-
riment was carried out to verify the correctness of the theory. By comparing the 
simulation results and calculation results, we find that the way to analyse and 
calculate the wind power system is correct. 

On this basis, this paper proposed that using SVG to make reactive power 
compensation during that fault has positive impact on power system transient 
characteristics. And the simulation results show the feasibility of the theory. 
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